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Disrespecting the LSAT: The Fox Test Prep Guide to Logical Reasoning contains full explanations

of over 550 actual LSAT Logical Reasoning questions... that's four times as many as Powerscore's

LR Bible. In his down-to-earth, irreverent style, Nathan walks you through actual LSAT questions,

demystifying the confusing world of logical reasoning and showing you how to dominate the test. He

breaks down methods that will help you see through the BS and nail every single type of LR

question, sharing approaches that stick with you when you finally sit down for the big day. By using

the strategies that have garnered rave reviews from his students in San Francisco and from readers

of the Fox Test Prep Guide to a Real LSAT series, Nathan will show you how to save time on the

LSAT so you can focus your energy on the truly challenging questions. No nonsense. No made-up,

trademarked buzzwords. No confusing jargon. And best of all, no pulled punches. Plus,

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll also find out how to contact Nathan directly with your questions.  So grab a pencil

and crack this book. LetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s get it on.
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Nathan Fox scored 179 on the LSAT, and has been teaching LSAT professionally for a decade. He

started Fox LSAT because he wanted to simplify the curriculum and focus more on the things that

really translate into higher scores: fundamentals, confidence, and a happy, focused mindset on test

day. He doesn't confuse his students with overly complicated diagramming techniques or hyped-up

terminology. What he does is show his students how the test is easier than they think. The results



speak for themselves.

The Fox LSAT Logical Reasoning Encyclopedia is an excellent purchase for anyone planning to

take the LSAT. Whether you are taking a course or taking a self-study approach, you will benefit

from the approach and wisdom that has been packed in. Additionally, where other companies may

just give you a list of questions and ask you to hunt each down, this is a self-contained study-tool,

breaking different LR question types down by section, and then giving you a ladder to climb from

easy to most difficult of that question type.I initially hesitated on the price for this book, however

after working through it and comparing it to other study tools/books available, the utility justifies the

cost. Given the sense I have from the LSAT Trainer and other sources about the cost of licensing

real LSAT questions, that this book is literally packed cover to cover with only real LSAT questions, I

understand the price point. The author isn't setting the price for a profit, rather just to cover the

expense of offering the materials within.I credit this book with allowing me to improve my LR

consistency and on top of other great resources, research, and hard work, to score a 176 on the

June 2015 LSAT.

I am scheduled to take the LSAT Sept 16 of 2017 (have not taken yet).I have been self-studying for

about 4 months.My original diagnostic was a 148. I used the powerscore books, 7sage,

LSATHACKS, numerous online sources and have improved my score roughly 15-20 points

depending on the test and other variables (on practice diagnostics).I want to say that no book,

online source, or course in it of itself guarantees any improvement or any specific score. HOWEVER

of all the books I have read this book is the most efficient, effective, fun, entertaining, and all around

kick ass. I would advise anyone to buy this book if they have some basic knowledge or experience

doing logical reasoning questions. It allows you to improve and master this section through

repetition and amazing explanations. Do yourself a favor seriously, if you are on the fence about

buying this you will 100% get your moneys worth. I had already done many of the practice tests

between 40-60 and I still am getting a ton out of this book. In addition to the humor that Nathan

employs in this book he keeps you very engaged. Its a nice break from the monotonous studying of

the LSAT that most other companies or resources utilize. With the speed that I have attained from

this book in both eliminating wrong answers and finding the right answers. I have no doubt in my

mind that I will improve from my most typical -4 to -7 in LR sections to -1 to -3. To put things in

perspective that's anywhere from 14 wrong to 2 wrong. Every point on this test matters, every point

is one step closer to getting into the Law School you desire or getting free money from Law School.



If you have any hesitation in buying this book I hope that this review helps you to eliminate it and

just pull the trigger. I will be sure to comment on the actual scores I receive after the test.

Nathan's book is very solid. I used it at the end of my prep to cap off my LR study and get me over

my final scoring plateau. He has a lot of diverse examples and his explanations are strong. The key

to his solving process is to always be on the attack looking for the flaws and logical gaps in the

arguments. After working his book for a while you'll get a little voice in your head constantly

attacking arguments "Hey, your argument is terrible because of XYZ." This makes the questions so

much easier when this becomes habit.Two things to look out for when buying this book. One, he

uses questions from PTs 40-60 which ideally should be used for the latter half of your prep in PT

work (esp 52-on). He uses anywhere from 1/3 to 1/2 of the questions from each published LR

section in the 40-60 range. What I did was go through and dog-ear the pages from the PTs I was

saving for my later diagnostics (I used 55 and 59) and skipped these questions on my initial pass

through the book so as not to mess up my diagnostic PT scores. The other tests I did in timed

section drilling since I'd already seen several of the questions. I did another pass through the book

of the questions I missed or struggled with at all the first time through and the ones I'd skipped.The

second thing is that a lot of the advice for the most evil questions is "don't worry about this question

unless you are already scoring 165+" which is true for most students. But if you are already scoring

there, well then yes it would have been nice to have more of an explanation (this was like 10 of the

problems in the whole book max though, even most of those had at least some explanation). You

can also email him if you have a question with the book and he is very nice and helpful.I give this

book a superior review. I was having some struggles with LR towards the end of my prep, especially

with time, and Nathan's methods helped me feel like the LR section was my strongest by test day.

I can't rave enough about the fox lsat books. I personally took the Kaplan prep test and it did not

move my score even a point (which if you've looked into how much money a prep with Kaplan cost,

it would irritate you as well). Frankly my brain just doesn't operate with the method they teach. I had

a friend tell me about this book and after reading it I ended up buying the playbook by Nathan fox as

well. Not only does he make fun of the games but it stimulates your brain to actually interact and be

interested in what's in front of you. These books overwhelmingly raised my score from a 138 to a

154, which I can happily say that I am now in law school. If you can tolerate foul language, good

humor, and a solid work ethic then these books are perfect! I can't thank this Mr. Fox enough for the

time & effort he put into these books, for people like myself I now get to follow my passion simply



because of his better teaching method. GIVE IT A GO PEOPLE! It's seriously worth it.
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